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Abstract

Horizontal gaze transition in scanning tasks depends on cognitive and reflexive components of processing. Response to onset of peripheral stimulus is mostly reflexive. If stimulus consists of equally big stable dots arranged in horizontal lines, the importance of reflexive component in gaze transition diminishes. Cognitive component can be increased by adding linguistic content to the stimulus and making the task similar to the scanning in reading.

Participants

Six graduate students (one male and five female participants), age 21-26 (average 23.8 years), from the department of Optometry and Vision Science, University of Latvia. All subjects had normal or near-normal vision. Participants were not informed about the aim and hypothesis of the research.

Design and stimuli

Seven tasks of horizontal scanning were designed (henceforth: N1-N7). Fig. 1. The general task was to execute horizontal gaze shifting (a) from dot to dot (in second and third set of stimuli flashing dots were used), (b) to read an artificially constructed text. The instructions according to the research design and stimuli were as follows:

N1: to execute gaze shifting between two horizontally distributed dots. N2: to execute gaze shifting between two horizontally distributed dots, whereby the right dot flashes and disappears after every 350 ms. N3: to execute the scanning of horizontally distributed row of dots. Every next dot appears after 350 ms. N4: to scan horizontal row of dots where all dots are visible. The speed of gaze shifting is freely chosen. N5: to scan six horizontal rows of dots; each row has to be scanned sequentially as in stimuli set N4. N6: to read a given text. N7: to scan six horizontal rows of symbols sequentially as in stimuli set N4.

Results

Tasks N2 and N3 have been constructed to verify how “classical” stimuli of saccades (a gaze transfer follows flashing dots) are modifying gaze parameter differences during horizontal scanning when stimuli are stable in time. To check up how an external factors and experimental bias are influencing experimental results repeated studies are realized after 2 months. In general there are almost no significant differences in mean measures of saccadic amplitudes of different tasks (Table 1.), but there are some interesting observations in the distribution of fixation times (Table 2.).

In using two-factor ANOVA we can observe minor differences between processing different stimuli sets that are lacking in individual analysis. There are statistically significant differences between scanning two symmetrical dots (N1) and dots flashing with a 350 ms interval (N2) – average fixation time 346±25ms in the initial experiment; also there is a statistically significant difference between scanning dots (N1) and reading a text (N6). However, there are no statistically significant differences between processing stimuli (fixation times) in sets N4 and N5 (according to two-factor ANOVA without replication). Although there are differences in fixation times between initial and repeated experiment (after 2 months), they are not statistically significant according to Mann-Whitney U test (Table 3.). There are casual exceptions in 3 from 6 participants; or in 4 from 24 experiments. Interesting is the fact, that for all of the participants reading (N6) has no differences in fixation times between initial and repeated experiment.

Table 4. Results of Mann-Whitney U test for fixation time in first and repeated experiment.

There are more differences in saccadic amplitudes between the initial and repeated experiment than fixations (red marks in Tables 3 and 4). There are, however, almost no other patterns in data as the high individual differences (e.g., participant 2 has no differences between the initial and the repeated experiments whereby participant 3 has significant differences between both experiments in majority of stimuli sets.)

Due to the fact that during instructing participants all stimuli sets were presented it might be the case that some initial perceptual learning has already taken place. An interesting observation can be seen, if we compare the average saccade amplitude of every participant with the average amplitude of the group (Fig. 2.). In scanning tasks the participants have individual tendency to make on average shorter or longer saccades, or saccades that are about the same as the average result in the group (the difference rarely exceeds 0.4 degrees). The same individual tendency is observed in both: the first and the repeated experiments. The large individual differences in fixation times also can be observed in comparison of average fixation time of every participant with the average fixation time of the group (Fig. 3.).

Discussion

There are almost no configurational effects in terms of increasing configurational complexity in fixations and saccadic amplitudes but there are some robust differences between scanning two dots without any configuration (N1) and dots in rows or columns , and text. Scanning meaningful text (N6) is stable and fast. Important that repeated experiment indicates no statistical differences in fixation times between the initial and repeated experiment in case of reading meaningful text (N6) also in measuring saccadic amplitudes there is only one single difference between initial and repeated experiment in case of a single participant). This indicates that the gaze shifting is especially stable in case of meaningful text. Granting that formal programming time of saccade to next, 1.9° spatially distant object to the right should not depend of task (N1-N7), observed differences in fixation times we can relate to decision making component in total fixation time.

Conclusion

Gaze shifting parameters in horizontal scanning tasks contain high dispersion of data of individuals. However there are no statistically significant differences in mean values of group parameters in first and repeated experiment.

There are crucial differences between scanning dots and letters of a meaningful text. In the latter case the anticipatory processes guide saccadic processing and thus decrease fixation times. Especially in case of reading meaningful text (N6) but also in other stimuli sets top-down effects are important.

Table 5. Results of Mann-Whitney U test for saccades in first and repeated experiment.

Fig. 3. Differences between the average value of every participant and the mean result of the group. A- saccadic amplitudes, first experiment; B- fixation time, repeated experiment.
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